Suitable for ages 11+
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Pick a quote from the Freedom
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What West African items can you find for…
Wearing
Playing Music
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What was this
object used for?

Worship
Trade

Draw your favourite
West African object:
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The compound is decorated in
Uli symbols, draw an example:

See glossary of
key words on
the back page

What
skills are
needed to
make this?

Continent
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A

List the three
continents involved

B

List a trade object
from each continent

Trade Object
What physical reminders of Transatlantic Slavery can still be seen in Liverpool?
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What does this tell us about Liverpool’s role?
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What were the conditions like for
enslaved Africans on board a slave ship?

Look at the plantation model and listen to the narratives.
What was daily life like for those enslaved Africans?

Which object best represents the
campaign for abolition?
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What do the objects below tell us
about life on the plantation?

What do these objects tell us
about how African people resisted?

Look at the Fight for freedom and equality
timeline. Give two examples of continued
discrimination after Transatlantic Slavery
was abolished?
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Look at the Black achievers wall.
Who inspires you most?

1.
6

Describe this
image

7

Draw the
maroon knife

Draw the enslaved
person breaking free

Name another Black achiever you
think should be included.

2.
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What does
this tell you?
What is important
about the knife?

Describe the
image above

You can listen to music inspired
by the African diaspora.
How many genres of music
can you find?

Explain why
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Give two examples of how
people of African heritage
have influenced European
and American cultures?

13

Many global inequalities exist as
a result of Transatlantic Slavery.
Give an example

What object has surprised you most?

Glossary
Abolition - The campaign to
end the transatlantic slave
trade and slavery.
African heritage - Traditions,
customs and culture that
have there roots in African
society.
Black - Often used in Britain
to describe people of African
and Caribbean descent.

Diaspora – The spreading
out of any group of people,
forcibly or voluntarily, away
from their homeland.
Global inequalities - The way
income, resources and wealth
is unevenly distributed
among the world’s
population.

Legacy - Something from
today that was shaped by the
past.
Physical reminder - An object
or place that can us to
remember something from
the past.

Plantation -Where enslaved
people often worked in the
Igbo - A group of people from Americas.
present-day Nigeria in West
Africa.
Uli symbols - Symbols used
by the Igbo people.

